1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality worldwide[@bib1]^,^[@bib2]. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) represents the major subtype, accounting for ∼80% of this disease[@bib3]. The majority of patients are diagnosed at the intermediate or advanced stages[@bib4], and the five-year survival rate is very low[@bib5]. Chemotherapeutic regimens are still required even if their initial surgeries are curative[@bib6]. However, the invasiveness and metastasis of NSCLC cells present challenges in clinical therapy, leading to treatment failure and ultimately death[@bib7]^,^[@bib8]. Therefore, developing novel therapeutic strategies to repress the metastasis of lung cancer cells is of great importance.

Platinum-based chemotherapy followed by a second-line chemotherapeutic agent is the standard treatment for most patients with advanced NSCLC[@bib9]^,^[@bib10]. Cisplatin (CDDP) has been extensively applied as a chemotherapeutic agent for the treatment of various cancers including NSCLC. It binds to DNA double helix chains, disturbing DNA replication and inhibiting biosynthesis[@bib11]. However, toxicity to healthy tissues is common, especially in the kidney, caused by the induced reactive oxygen species (ROS), and limited effectiveness against cancer metastasis restricts its clinical application[@bib12]^,^[@bib13]. Curcumin (CUR), a natural antioxidant, has been reported to have protective effects on liver and kidney, anti-inflammatory, anti-infection and anti-cancer properties[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19]. In addition, studies have shown that CUR can decrease the side effects caused by CDDP, especially nephrotoxicity by reducing the ROS level[@bib20]. Moreover, it has been reported that vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFR) and matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2) can be regulated by CUR to suppress the progress of cancer metastasis[@bib21]^,^[@bib22]. Therefore, a combination of CDDP and CUR is a promising approach to enhance the therapeutic window of CDDP, and improve anti-tumor efficacy based on the synergistic effects and enhanced anti-metastasis activity.

Loading small molecule chemotherapy drugs into nanoparticles for delivery, such as polymeric micelles, liposomes or mesoporous silica, allows for increased drug accumulation and better therapeutic effects on tumor based on enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, as well as significantly reduced side effects on normal tissues[@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]. Whereas, the development of nanoparticles with high entrapping efficiency of CDDP is limited due to its poor solubility[@bib26]. In an early investigation, the platinum complexes of *β*-diketonate ligands have been developed to improve drug solubility while maintaining its anti-cancer efficacy[@bib27]. Since CUR also contains the structure feature of *β*-diketonate[@bib28], we synthesized a platinum complex of curcumin, a prodrug in which CUR serves as a leaving group using the similar strategy. In tumor cells, the complexes dissociated into the platinum compound and curcumin, and then provided synergistic efficacy.

Polymeric nanoparticles prepared with biodegradable and biocompatible materials have been used in drug delivery[@bib29]. The nanoparticles not only can enhance the solubility of hydrophobic drugs and improve their stability, but also improve drug efficacy[@bib26]. In addition, the size of polymer nanoparticles is large enough to prevent premature elimination by the glomerular filtration while being small enough to enter cancer tissues through extravasation[@bib30]. In order to avoid the early release of anti-tumor drugs during the circulation *in vivo* and overcome the inability of nanoparticles to effectively release drugs in cancer cells, tumor microenvironment-responsive polymeric nanoparticles have been developed[@bib30]. In previous research, the responsive release of drug-loaded polymeric nanoparticles was mainly achieved by using a single stimulus, such as temperature, pH, reduction, light, and ultrasound[@bib31]. As the research being progressed, more and more complex simulations have been tapped to prepare the stimuli responsive polymeric nanoparticles for rapid drug release at the tumor site[@bib32]^,^[@bib33]. Dual-responsive nanoparticles have been developed based on the combination of reduction and pH stimulation[@bib33].

Herein, using disulfide bond and phenylboronate ester as linkages for redox and pH dual-sensitive release, we prepared mPEG--SS--PBAE--PLGA (PSPP) nanoparticles to encapsulate the platinum complexes of curcumin (denoted as Pt--CUR\@PSPPN). With the incorporation of an outer polyethylene glycol (PEG) shell, nanoparticles were able to escape the clearance of reticuloendothelial system (RES)[@bib34]. Pt--CUR\@PSPPN could maintain stability in blood circulation. However, upon reaching the tumor microenvironment, the linkages could be broken, leading to changes in the physical structure of nanoparticles and then the rapid release of encapsulated drugs. The nanoparticles were evaluated both *in vitro* and *in vivo*, and demonstrated to have improved tolerability and enhanced anti-metastasis activity.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Materials {#sec2.1}
--------------

CDDP, CUR, methanol-*d* and dimethyl sulfoxide-*d*~6~ were obtained from Sigma--Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Dimethylformamide, chloroform, dichloromethane, diethyl ether, pyridine, ethanol, methanol, and sodium carbonate (Na~2~CO~3~) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. (Shanghai, China). Silver nitrate (AgNO~3~), nitric acid (HNO~3~), Triton X-100, 3-(4,5-dimethyl-thiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT), Tween-80, mPEG--OH (MW 5000), PLGA-COOH (50/50, 50% lactide and 50% glycolide, MW 15,000), 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) and 3-aminobenzeneboronic acid (*m*-APBA) were received from Aladdin Reagent Co. (Shanghai, China). Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), [d,l]{.smallcaps}-dithiothreitol (DTT), *N*-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH), 3-hydroxytyramine hydrochloride (DA) were produced by J&K Chemical Ltd. (Beijing, China). Hoechst 33258 and Sepharose CL-2B columns were acquired from Solarbio Science & Technology Co. Ltd. (Beijing, China). Annexin V-APC/PI Apoptosis Detection Kit was supplied by KeyGEN biotechnology Co. Ltd. (Nanjing, China). 2′,7′-Dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA), blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine (CRE) Detection Kit were purchased from Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute (Nanjing, China). Dihydroethidium (DHE) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) were obtained from Servicebio Technology Co. Ltd. (Wuhan, China). All reagents and solvents were of analytical or HPLC grade and used without further purification.

Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s high glucose medium (DMEM) and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Chicago, IL, USA). A549 and HEK-293 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with streptomycin, penicillin and 10% FBS in 5% CO~2~ incubators at 37 °C.

BALB/c nude mice (female, 6--8 weeks, 20 ± 2 g) were supplied by Beijing Huafukang Bioscience Technology Co. (Beijing, China). Animal experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of Huazhong University of Science and Technology (Wuhan, China).

2.2. Synthesis of Pt--CUR complexes {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------

The platinum complexes of curcumin, Pt--CUR, was synthesized as reported earlier[@bib35]. The synthetic procedure was detailed in [Supporting Information Scheme S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. First, a mixture of cisplatin (250 mg, 0.83 mmol) and AgNO~3~ (270 mg, 1.59 mmol) in 5 mL of dimethylformamide was stirred for 12 h at room temperature in the dark and filtered to remove AgCl. Then, a solution of curcumin (307 mg, 0.83 mmol) and Na~2~CO~3~ (103 mg, 0.97 mmol) was added dropwise to the filtrate, which was allowed to stir in the dark at room temperature for 5 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. Finally, the solution was filtered and evaporated to approximately 1 mL with the use of a rotary evaporator under vacuum. The product was precipitated in ice-cold diethyl ether, washed with diethyl ether and water, and dried in vacuum. The identity of the product was determined by ^1^H NMR on a Bruker AV400 (Leipzig, Germany) and ESI-MS on a Bruker Daltonics SolariX 7.0TFT-MS (Leipzig, Germany).

2.3. Synthesis of mPEG--SS--PBAE--PLGA copolymer {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. Synthesis of mPEG--SS--COOH {#sec2.3.1}

Dithiodipropionic anhydride was prepared by the method described previously[@bib36]. mPEG*--*SS*--*COOH was synthesized by reacting dithiodipropionic anhydride with mPEG*--*OH. Briefly, dithiodipropionic anhydride (288 mg, 1.50 mmol), mPEG*--*OH (5 g, 1.00 mmol) and pyridine (1 mL, 12.40 mmol) were dissolved in 20 mL chloroform. The mixture was refluxed for 6 h at 65 °C, allowed to cool and concentrated to approximately 2 mL by rotary evaporation under vacuum. mPEG*--*SS*--*COOH was precipitated by pouring ice-cold diethyl ether into the solution, followed by removal of the diethyl ether, and drying *in vacuo*.

### 2.3.2. Synthesis of mPEG--SS--DA {#sec2.3.2}

For the synthesis of mPEG*--*SS*--*DA, mPEG*--*SS*--*COOH (1.05 g, 0.20 mmol), DCC (49.52 mg, 0.24 mmol), NHS (27.62 mg, 0.24 mmol), and DMAP (29.32 mg, 0.24 mmol) were stirred in 20 mL anhydrous dimethylformamide for 4 h under N~2~. Then, DA (56.89 mg, 0.30 mmol) was added to the mixture and the reaction mixture was stirred for 48 h at room temperature. At the end of the reaction, the mixture was concentrated and then the crude product was precipitated in ice-cold diethyl ether and dried under vacuum overnight.

### 2.3.3. Synthesis of PLGA--PBA {#sec2.3.3}

PLGA*--*COOH was grafted with *m*-APBA *via* an acylation reaction. Briefly, PLGA*--*COOH (1.50 g, 0.10 mmol), DCC (61.90 mg, 0.30 mmol), NHS (34.53 mg, 0.30 mmol), and DMAP (36.65 mg, 0.30 mmol) were added into 25 mL anhydrous dimethylformamide under N~2~. The mixture was stirred for 12 h at room temperature. Subsequently, *m*-APBA (41.08 mg, 0.30 mmol) was added to the mixture and stirred for 48 h at room temperature. The mixed solution was then purified by dialysis (MWCO 8 kDa) against ethanol for 24 h to remove unreacted impurities and dimethylformamide. The product was precipitated by pouring the solution into ice-cold methanol and then collected by centrifugation.

### 2.3.4. Synthesis of mPEG--SS--PBAE--PLGA {#sec2.3.4}

The pH and redox dual-sensitive copolymer, PSPP was synthesized by conjugating mPEG*--*SS*--*DA to PLGA*--*PBA. mPEG*--*SS*--*DA (1.0 g, 0.19 mmol), PLGA*--*PBA (1.5 g, 0.10 mmol), and one drop of TMAOH were dissolved in 20 mL anhydrous dichloromethane and refluxed for 24 h under nitrogen stream. After that, dichloromethane was removed and the crude product was hydrated in deionized water to form micelles. The micelles were then purified by dialysis (MWCO 25 kDa) against deionized water for 48 h. The product was finally collected by lyophilization.

The synthesis scheme of PSPP was illustrated in [Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}. The pH-sensitive copolymer, mPEG*--*PBAE*--*PLGA (PPP) and the redox-sensitive copolymer, mPEG*--*SS*--*PLGA (PSP) were synthesized using the same coupling method ([Supporting Information Schemes S2 and S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). The copolymers were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide-*d*~6~ and characterized by ^1^H NMR.Scheme 1Synthesis scheme of mPEG--SS--PBAE--PLGA.Scheme 1

2.4. Preparation and characterization of nanoparticles {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------

The pH and redox dual-responsive nanoparticles loaded with Pt--CUR (denoted as Pt--CUR\@PSPPN) were prepared as described previously with some modifications[@bib34]. Briefly, 0.5 mg Pt--CUR and 20 mg PSPP copolymer were dissolved in 2 mL dichloromethane/acetone (1:6, *v*/*v*), which was then added into 10 mL PBS, stirred at 40 °C for 2 h and centrifuged. Subsequently, the suspension was extruded three times through 200 and 100 nm pore-size polycarbonate membrane using a Lipex Extruder from Northern Lipids Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada). The residual free drug was removed by size exclusion chromatography on Sepharose CL-2B columns. Pt--CUR\@PPPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPN were also prepared using the same method.

The average zeta potential and particle size of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN were determined on a Zeta PALS Zeta Potential Analyzer from Brookhaven Instruments Corporation (Austin, TX, USA). A JEOL 100CX II transmission electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe and photograph the morphology.

The encapsulation efficiency of drugs was measured by dissolving nanoparticles in HNO~3~ and quantifying Pt--CUR concentration by SpectrAA-24OFS atomic absorption spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA).

2.5. Cytotoxicity assay {#sec2.5}
-----------------------

MTT assay was performed to investigate the cytotoxicity of empty nanoparticles. A549 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 1 × 10^4^ cells per well and allowed to attach overnight. Cells were then incubated with 100 μL culture media containing serial dilutions of PPPN, PSPN, and PSPPN. The plates were subsequently incubated for 24 or 48 h. The cell viability was then calculated.

2.6. *In vitro* stability {#sec2.6}
-------------------------

Stability of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN after storage at 4 °C for 4 weeks was evaluated. Samples were withdrawn weekly and measured in triplicate at room temperature. The zeta potential and particle size were evaluated using the method as described above.

2.7. *In vitro* drug release {#sec2.7}
----------------------------

The release profile of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN was studied by dynamic dialysis method. Pt--CUR\@PSPPN (1.5 mL, 2.25 mg Pt--CUR) was placed into prepared dialysis bags (MWCO 10 kDa) and dialyzed against 400 mL PBS solutions containing 0.5% Tween-80 and 25% (*v*/*v*) ethanol at 37 °C under mild stirring (120 rpm, IKA C-MAG HS7 magnetic stirrer, Schwarzwald, Germany). For dual sensitivity, nanoparticles were incubated with or without 10 mmol/L DTT at pH 7.4 or 5.5. Pt--CUR\@PPPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPN were kept at pH 5.5 with 10 mmol/L DTT as a control. At selected time intervals from 0 to 72 h, an aliquot (50 μL) was taken from the dialysis bag and replaced with an equal volume of fresh medium. The concentrations of Pt--CUR in the samples were determined as described above.

2.8. *In vitro* cellular uptake {#sec2.8}
-------------------------------

### 2.8.1. Fluorescence microscopy {#sec2.8.1}

A549 cells were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 2 × 10^5^ cells per well and incubated overnight at 37 °C. Free Pt--CUR or Pt--CUR\@PSPPN (10 μmol/L Pt--CUR per well) were then added to the media and incubated with cells for 4 h. PBS was used as control. After incubation, the cells were washed with cold PBS 3 times, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min and captured on an Olympus SZX12 fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan).

### 2.8.2. FACS analysis {#sec2.8.2}

A549 cells (2 × 10^5^ cells per well) were plated in 6-well plates, incubated overnight, and treated with free Pt--CUR or Pt--CUR\@PSPPN (10 μmol/L Pt--CUR per well) followed by incubation at 37 °C at 1, 4 and 8 h. For measurement of uptake, cells were washed with cold PBS 3 times and then trypsinized, redispersed and enumerated by a Becton Dickinson LSRⅡflow cytometer (San Jose, CA, USA).

2.9. Platinum--DNA adduct staining {#sec2.9}
----------------------------------

In order to form the platinum--DNA adduct at the tumor site, the leaving group, CUR was dissociated from Pt--CUR firstly. The specific dissociation of the Pt and CUR was investigated using F-4600 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) with the excitation/emission wavelength at 430/530 nm. Briefly, 5 mg Pt--CUR was dissolved in 30 mL methanol/water (1:1, *v*/*v*) with the presence or absence of 10 mmol/L glutathione (GSH). An equimolar amount of curcumin (2.80 mg) was used as control. The solutions were incubated in the dark under nitrogen stream. At 10, 30 min, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 h, an aliquot (2 mL) was taken from the solution and the fluorescence intensity was measured.

The platinum--DNA adducts were examined using flow cytometry by anti-cisplatin-modified DNA antibody \[CP9/19\] (Abcam, Cambridge, UK). Cells in culture were treated with free CDDP, free CUR, a combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR, Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN, or Pt--CUR\@PSPPN, with untreated cells as control. After 24 h incubation, the cells were dispersed in cold PBS, fixed with 4% PFA for 15 min and permeated with 0.1% Triton X-100. The cells were then incubated with the primary antibody (1:200) at 4 °C overnight. Cy3-labeled goat anti-Rat IgG H&L antibody (1:200, Abcam) was used as the secondary antibody.

2.10. Cell cytotoxicity and apoptosis study {#sec2.10}
-------------------------------------------

MTT assay was conducted to detect *in vitro* viability of free CDDP, free CUR, a combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR, as well as Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN, and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN. Briefly, A549 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 1 × 10^4^ cells per well and incubated overnight at 37 °C. Cells were then incubated with serial dilutions of drug formulations for 24 h. The portions of viable cells were measured using MTT according to the user\'s manual. Combination index (CI) analysis of CDDP/CUR at molar ratio 1:1 was analyzed by Chou-Talalay method[@bib37]. The occurrence of synergistic effect was determined by plotting the CI *versus* the fraction of cells affected (Fa). CI values between Fa 0.2 to 0.8 are therapeutically relevant and CI values less than 1 or more than 1 indicate synergism or antagonism of drug combinations, respectively. Moreover, half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC~50~) was used to evaluate the cytotoxic effects of drugs.

The qualitative apoptosis of A549 cells treated with different drug formulations was determined using Hoechst 33258 staining method. A549 cells were plated in 6-well plates at a density of 2 × 10^5^ cells per well. After 24 h incubation, cells were treated with drugs (20 μmol/L Pt or CUR) for an additional 24 h. Then, the cells were washed 3 times with cold PBS, stained with Hoechst 33258 (10 μg/mL) for 10 min at 37 °C in the dark and visualized on a fluorescence microscope.

To detect quantitative apoptosis, allophycocyanin-conjugated annexin V /propidium iodide (Annexin V-APC/PI) double staining was performed. A549 cells were seeded in 12-well plates, followed by overnight incubation. The cells were then treated with different drug formulations, with untreated cells as control. After 24 h of incubation at 37 °C, the cells were washed with cold PBS 3 times, trypsinized, centrifuged, and resuspended in annexin V binding buffer. Annexin V-APC and PI (5 μL each) were then added and incubated with cells for 15 min in the dark. Finally, the cell samples were analyzed using a flow cytometer.

2.11. Transwell migration and invasion assay {#sec2.11}
--------------------------------------------

Transwell insert chambers with 8 μm pore size and 6.5 mm in diameter (Corning, San Diego, CA, USA) were used for migration and invasion assay. Briefly, for the migration assay, 5 × 10^4^ A549 cells were placed in the inner chambers, and were exposed to serum-free medium containing PBS or different drug formulations (20 μmol/L Pt or CUR). Medium containing 10% serum was added to the lower chambers to stimulate cell migration. Following incubation for 24 h, non-migrated cells on the upper surface of the polycarbonate filter were gently removed by a cotton swab. Migratory cells on the lower compartment were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 5 min, stained with 1% crystal violet solution and then observed on an Olympus microscope. Three random fields of view from different chambers were counted for each treatment. The cell invasion activity was also assessed using transwells. A minor modification was that the transwell polycarbonate membrane inserts were pre-coated with Matrigel (Sigma--Aldrich). The remaining experimental procedures were the same as above in the migration assay.

2.12. Wound healing assay {#sec2.12}
-------------------------

Migratory ability of cells was assessed by a wound healing assay. A549 cells in exponential phase were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 5 × 10^5^ cells per well and allowed to reach 100% confluence overnight. Cell monolayers were wounded with a 200 μL pipette tip and washed with the medium in a sterile environment. Subsequently, the cells were exposed to serum-free medium containing PBS or different drug formulations (20 μmol/L Pt or CUR). Images were taken at 0 and 24 h using an Olympus microscope. Then migration distance was measured.

2.13. Western blot {#sec2.13}
------------------

A549 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and treated with different drug formulations (20 μmol/L Pt or CUR) for 24 h. Proteins were extracted by RIPA lysis buffer containing 2% cocktail, 1% protease inhibitor and 1% PMSF. Proteins were then separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel and transferred to PVDF membranes. The membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk dissolved by TBS--0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) for 1 h and incubated with monoclonal antibodies against *β*-tubulin (1:1000, Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA), VEGFR2 (1:1000, Abcam), p-VEGFR2 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), MMP2 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), AKT (1:1000, Cell Signaling), p-AKT (1:1000, Cell Signaling), BCL-2 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), NF-*κ*B (1:1000, Cell Signaling), cleaved-caspase3 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), and BAX (1:1000, Cell Signaling) overnight at 4 °C. The membranes were then washed 3 times with TBST, incubated with a secondary antibody (1:2000, Cell Signaling) for 1 h at room temperature and washed three times with TBST again. The target proteins were conjugated with an ECL kit and detected by GeneGenome5 chemiluminescence system (Syngene, Cambridge, UK).

2.14. Kidney cell protection *in vitro* {#sec2.14}
---------------------------------------

Intracellular ROS level was detected to investigate the kidney cell protection of nanoparticles *in vitro*. HEK-293 cells cultured on 6-well plates at a density of 5 × 10^5^ cells per well were incubated overnight and treated with medium containing different drug formulations (10 μmol/L Pt or CUR) for 24 h. PBS was used as control. Cells were then incubated with DCFH-DA (10 μmol/L) for 30 min at 37 °C, trypsinized and resuspended. After that, the fluorescence of HEK-293 cells was detected by flow cytometer.

2.15. Biodistribution study {#sec2.15}
---------------------------

A549 cells were subcutaneously injected in the right front flank of female BALB/c nude mice to initiate a xenograft mouse model. For biodistribution study, the mice were randomly divided into two groups (*n* = 5) and given free Pt--CUR or Pt--CUR\@PSPPN with the Pt--CUR dose of 1 mg/kg by tail intravenous injection. At time intervals of 1, 6, 12 and 24 h after injection, tissue samples were collected after sacrificed. The samples were then rinsed by saline, weighed, freeze-dried and digested by HNO~3~. Pt--CUR concentration in the samples was determined by atomic absorption spectrometer as described above.

2.16. Anti-tumor efficacy study *in vivo* {#sec2.16}
-----------------------------------------

Therapeutic effect *in vivo* was investigated in A549 xenograft tumor-bearing nude mice. When tumor volume reached around 100 mm^3^, mice were randomly distributed into eight groups (5 mice for each) and given tail vein injection of different drug formulations including free CDDP, free CUR, combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR, as well as Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN, and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN (2 mg/kg of CDDP, 2.45 mg/kg CUR or 4.39 mg/kg Pt--CUR) every 3 days for a total of 4 doses. Tumor volume and body weight were recorded every 2 or 3 days. During the sacrifice, blood was collected *via* the retro-orbital and the serum was isolated for the measurement of biochemical indexes of the kidney, including BUN and CRE. Tumors were collected, weighed and processed for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and immunohistochemical analysis including CD31 (Cell Signaling), VEGF (Cell Signaling), and MMP2. To detect the ROS level, frozen sections of kidneys were incubated with ROS fluorescent probe-DHE for 30 min in the dark at 37 °C. The sections were then washed three times with PBS, stained with DAPI for 10 min at room temperature and captured on a fluorescence microscope. ROS in the kidneys was colored by red fluorescence.

2.17. Metastasis inhibition {#sec2.17}
---------------------------

To establish the metastasis model, female BALB/c nude mice were given tail vein injection of A549 cells suspension (10^6^ cells in 0.15 mL saline). The mice were randomly divided into six groups (*n* = 5) and treated with PBS, free CDDP, free CUR, combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN (2 mg/kg of CDDP, 2.45 mg/kg CUR or 4.39 mg/kg Pt--CUR) on days 2, 4, 6 and 8. Three weeks later, mice were euthanized. The lungs were excised, fixed with Bouin\'s solution and photographed. The metastatic lung nodules were observed and counted under magnifying glass.

2.18. Statistical analysis {#sec2.18}
--------------------------

Quantitative results were presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical significance was assessed by Student\'s *t*-test or one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) with Dunnett\'s post-test (SPSS Software, Chicago, IL, USA). A value of *P* \< 0.05 was considered significant and *P* \< 0.01 was considered highly significant.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Synthesis of Pt--CUR and PSPP copolymer {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------

Pt--CUR complexes were successfully synthesized as detailed in [Scheme S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and characterized by ^1^H NMR in methanol-*d* and ESI-MS in methanol. As shown in [Supporting Information Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, ^1^H NMR peaks assigned for Pt--CUR are: *δ* 7.64 (d, 2H), 7.20 (d, 2H), 7.11 (m, 2H), 6.80 (d, 2H), 6.55 (d, 2H), 5.87 (s, 1H), 3.90 (s, 6H) ppm. ESI-MS ([Supporting Information Fig. S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}), C~21~H~25~N~3~O~9~Pt: \[M--NO~3~\]^+^, Calcd. for 596.1360, Found 596.1359.

The synthesis scheme of mPEG--SS--PBAE--PLGA is illustrated in [Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}. PSPP copolymer was synthesized *via* a four-step procedure. The successful synthesis of copolymers was confirmed by ^1^H NMR analysis in dimethyl sulfoxide-*d*~6~ ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supporting Information Fig. S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the results show principal peaks (in ppm) assigned to the mPEG moiety (*δ* 3.62 ppm), the PLGA moiety (*δ* 1.49, 4.93 and 5.23 ppm), the disulfide bond moiety (*δ* 2.62, 2.72, 2.89 and 2.92 ppm), and the phenylboronate ester moiety (*δ* 6.47--6.71 and 7.01--7.85 ppm).Figure 1^1^H NMR spectra of polymer derivatives. mPEG--SS--COOH (A), mPEG--SS--DA (B), PLGA--PBA (C), and mPEG--SS--PBAE--PLGA (D) in dimethyl sulfoxide-*d*~6~. Characteristic peaks as marked in the graphs.Figure 1

3.2. Preparation and characterization of nanoparticles {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------

The nano-precipitation method was employed for the preparation of nanoparticles, similarly to previous reports[@bib34]. The synthesis route of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A. As the solvent evaporated, the nanoparticles were easily self-assembled in PBS. The size of nanoparticles was uniform upon the extrusion through polycarbonate membrane using a Lipex Extruder. Residual-free Pt--CUR was then removed by size exclusion chromatography on a Sepharose CL-2B column. The design of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B. The average particle diameters of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN were 154.87 ± 10.32 nm by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). Surface morphology of nanoparticles was observed and photographed by transmission electron microscope (TEM, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). The particle size obtained by TEM was slightly smaller than the values measured by the DLS method. The zeta potential and polydispersity index were −20.8 ± 3.6 and 0.115 ± 0.012 mV, respectively ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D), indicating a good dispersion. Drug encapsulation efficiency was 90.3 ± 3.1% ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D).Figure 2Synthesis scheme and characteristics of nanoparticles. (A) Schematic of nanoparticle synthesis, (B) nanoparticle structure, (C) TEM image of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN and (D) physicochemical properties of nanoparticles. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 3).Figure 2

As shown in [Supporting Information Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, other nanoparticles have similar physicochemical properties compared with Pt--CUR\@PSPPN.

3.3. *In vitro* properties {#sec3.3}
--------------------------

To investigate the biocompatibility of nanoparticles, the MTT assay was performed. Blank nanoparticles including PPPN, PSPN, and PSPPN were prepared using the same method as described above. The results of the MTT assay are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and B. After incubation for 24 h, almost no cell death in A549 cells was observed. When the incubation time reached 48 h, cells treated with serial dilutions still had a survival rate of about 90%, which indicated the good biocompatibility and safety of blank nanoparticles.Figure 3*In vitro* properties of nanoparticles. Viabilities of A549 cells treated with PPPN, PSPN, and PSPPN for 24 (A) or 48 h (B). (C) Stability of nanoparticles during storage as measured by the particle size and zeta potential for 4 weeks. (D) *In vitro* release of Pt--CUR from Pt--CUR\@PSPPN incubated with or without 10 mmol/L DTT at pH 7.4 or 5.5. (E) *In vitro* drug release profiles of Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN kept at pH 5.5 with 10 mmol/L DTT. The uptake of free Pt--CUR and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN by A549 cells. (F) Fluorescence microscope images of cells incubated for 4 h. PBS was used as a control. (G) Mean fluorescence intensity in cells at 1, 4 and 8 h after incubation. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 3). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 3

Stability of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN after storage at 4 °C for 4 weeks was analyzed by observing the changes in particle size and zeta potential. As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C, the average particle size at the start and end points are 154.86 and 163.81 nm, respectively. The zeta potential of nanoparticle was −20.80 mV on the first day and −21.73 mV after storage at 4 °C for one month. No significant variation in particle size and zeta potential was detected, which indicated the excellent stability of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN during storage.

The pH and redox-dependent release profile were studied by dynamic dialysis method at pH 7.4 or 5.5 in the presence or absence of 10 mmol/L DTT. pH 7.4 was used to simulate the acid value of blood while pH 5.5 and 10 mmol/L DTT corresponded to the physiological environment in the endosomes of cancer cells, respectively. As expected, Pt--CUR\@PSPPN exhibited redox- and pH-sensitive release ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). In addition, compared to the excellent stability during storage, more drugs were released from nanoparticles during dynamic dialysis at 37 °C. It may be contributed to the temperature. According to the literature, inter-micelle chain movement and critical micelle concentration (CMC) of polymer nanoparticle increased at greater temperature, demonstrating the influence of temperature on thermodynamic stability[@bib38]. Therefore, as the temperature raised, more drugs were released from nanoparticles[@bib39]. In pH 7.4 PBS solution, without DTT, about 20% encapsulated drug was released from the nanoparticles at 24 h and less than 40% was released within 72 h. However, an initial burst release took place at pH 5.5 or in the presence of 10 mmol/L DTT, and more than 50% of incorporated Pt--CUR was released within 12 h. In the following 60 h of incubation, the cumulative release percentages reached about 70%. Moreover, when exposed to the acidic and reductive environment, the drug released more quickly, where 60% of the entrapped drug was released at 4 h, and more than 90% was released at 72 h. Pt--CUR\@PPPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPN kept at pH 5.5 with 10 mmol/L DTT were used as controls. As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E, the encapsulated drug release percentages of Pt--CUR\@PSPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPN are 76% and 72%, respectively, which are below that of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN (90%).

3.4. *In vitro* cellular uptake {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------

Fluorescence microscopy and FACS analysis were performed to investigate the cellular uptake of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN and free Pt--CUR in A549 cells based on the intrinsic green fluorescence of drugs. As shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F, free Pt--CUR can enter into cells after 4 h incubation *in vitro*. Stronger green fluorescence was observed when the cells were incubated with Pt--CUR\@PSPPN. In order to further quantify the uptake, the intracellular drug concentration was measured by flow cytometer at the time points of 1, 4 and 8 h. FACS analysis indicated that intracellular fluorescence intensity of free Pt--CUR treated cells were low at 1, 4 and 8 h ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G). However, the intracellular uptake of nanoparticles exhibited a time dependence, and was much higher than that of cells treated with the free drug at 4 and 8 h, which was consistent with the result of fluorescence microscopy.

3.5. Cell cytotoxicity and apoptosis study {#sec3.5}
------------------------------------------

It has been reported that the fluorescence intensity of free curcumin is dampened upon complexation with platinum and the increase of emission intensity indicates the release of curcumin[@bib35]. Therefore, the specific dissociation of the Pt and CUR was studied by the change of fluorescence. According to the literature, Pt--CUR complex could release Pt and CUR in the presence of GSH[@bib40]. Our result was consistent with this. As shown in [Supporting Information Fig. S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, almost all CUR is dissociated from complex in 10 mmol/L GSH within 4 h. However, no obvious change of fluorescence intensity was observed even at 12 h without GSH. The Pt--DNA adducts were examined to further prove that platinum could dissociate from complexes and crosslink to DNA chain by the usage of CP9/19, an antibody enables the quantification of cisplatin-induced adducts on DNA. [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and B showed the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of A549 cells treated with different drug formulations, which represented the amount of Pt--DNA adducts. Free Pt--CUR induced a similar accumulation of modified DNA as free CDDP and combo of free drugs did. MFI of treated cells was enhanced after loading the drug into the nanoparticles and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN led to the strongest fluorescence.Figure 4Anti-tumor effects in A549 cells. (A) Platinum--DNA adducts were examined using flow cytometry by CP9/19 antibody. (B) The quantification of Platinum--DNA adducts. (C) Viabilities of A549 cells treated with various drug formulations for 24 h. IC~50~ was calculated. (D) Hoechst 33258 nucleus staining. (E) Annexin V-APC/PI double staining cell apoptosis. Untreated cells were used as control. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 3). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 4

To evaluate the *in vitro* cytotoxicity of different drug formulations, MTT assay was employed on A549 cells. *In vitro* synergy study using Chou-Talalay method indicated that combination of CDDP and CUR exhibited synergism at molar ratio 1:1 ([Supporting Information Fig. S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). As illustrated in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C, all drugs show inhibitory effects on the tumor cells. The IC~50~ of free CDDP and free CUR are 16.06 and 36.49 μmol/L, respectively. When combining the two free drugs, the IC~50~ is reduced to 12.07 μmol/L. A significant reduction in IC~50~ was observed after loading Pt--CUR into the nanoparticles. Pt--CUR\@PSPPN group exhibited 4 times stronger cell inhibition than the free drug.

We further stained A549 cells with Hoechst 33258 and then examined and photographed the nuclear morphology *via* fluorescence microscopy ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Bright staining and condensed nuclei were observed to be increased in Pt--CUR\@PSPPN treated cells, suggesting more apoptosis.

To detect quantitative apoptosis of A549 cells, annexin V-APC/PI double staining was conducted. As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E, free CUR does not induce much apoptosis while free CDDP, free drug combination and free Pt--CUR treatments slightly accelerated A549 cell apoptosis. All formulations of nanoparticles showed increased cytotoxicity compared to those with free drugs. The highest percentage in the early and late apoptotic cells was detected in Pt--CUR\@PSPPN treatment group, which was consistent with the result of MTT. All these data indicate that Pt--CUR\@PSPPN could exert expected higher inhibition of tumor cell growth *in vitro*.

3.6. Synergetic anti-metastasis effect of nanoparticles {#sec3.6}
-------------------------------------------------------

Migration, invasion and wound healing assays were used to investigate the synergetic anti-metastasis effect of nanoparticles. As observed in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A--D, free CUR, free CDDP, combo free, and free Pt--CUR significantly suppress migration and invasion of A549 cells. Although all nanoparticles resulted in a greater inhibitory effect than free drug treatment, Pt--CUR\@PSPPN presented much stronger inhibition than other nanoparticles. Likewise, wound healing assay showed that both CDDP and CUR blocked cell motility ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A and B). Meanwhile, Pt--CUR significantly suppressed the migration of A549 cells. A stronger inhibition on wound healing was presented in A549 cells treated with Pt--CUR\@PSPPN, compared with other treatments.Figure 5Activities against migration and invasion for the nanoparticles. Migration (A) and invasion (C) activities of A549 cells treated with free CDDP, free CUR, combo free, free Pt--CUR as well as Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN. The quantification of migration (B) and invasion (D) activities. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 3). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 5Figure 6Synergetic anti-metastasis effect of nanoparticles. (A) Images of wound healing assay at 0 and 24 h. (B) The quantification of wound healing assay was calculated as: percent closure (%) = length of cell migration/width of wounds × 100. Percent closure of control group was standardized as 100%. (C) Western blotting of indicated proteins expression in A549 cells treated with free CDDP, free CUR, combo free, free Pt--CUR and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN. (D) The relative proteins expression was calculated by the signal intensity of protein bands. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 3). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 6

In order to establish the anti-metastasis and anti-tumor mechanisms of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN, the expression of metastasis-related and apoptosis-related proteins was measured ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C and D). *β*-Tubulin was used as a loading control. Expression of p-AKT after treatment with either free drugs or nanoparticles was significantly down-regulated. Pro-apoptotic proteins BAX and cleaved caspase-3 were up-regulated. Meanwhile, anti-apoptosis genes BCL-2 and NF-*κ*B, and metastasis-related factors MMP2 and p-VEGFR2 were down-regulated. The down-regulation was consistent with the results of transwell and wound healing assays.

3.7. Kidney cell protection *in vitro* {#sec3.7}
--------------------------------------

The increased ROS level is a major reason of cisplatin nephrotoxicity. Thus, intracellular ROS level of HEK-293 cells was examined to investigate the kidney cell protection *in vitro*. As shown in [Supporting Information Fig. S6](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, the fluorescence intensity is slightly increased after exposure to free CDDP compared to the control group. However, no significant difference was observed between PBS and treatment containing CUR. It may be attributed to the antioxidant activity of CUR. All these data indicated that CUR can protect the kidney cell treated with CDDP *in vitro* by reducing the ROS level.

3.8. Biodistribution {#sec3.8}
--------------------

The biodistribution study was performed by giving a single injection of free Pt--CUR or Pt--CUR\@PSPPN to A549 xenograft tumor-bearing nude mice through the tail vein. The concentrations of Pt--CUR in major organs at different times post-injection are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A. For mice treated with free Pt--CUR, the drug was mainly detected in the liver and the kidney, and the concentration increased with time in the kidney which indicated rapid elimination. At 1, 6, 12 and 24 h after injection, concentrations of drugs in tumor site delivered by nanoparticles were 1.45, 3.31, 2.61 and 0.93 μg/g, respectively. However, the concentrations in the free drug group were only 1.42, 1.25, 0.67 and 0.58 μg/g, respectively. Pt--CUR\@PSPPN showed higher accumulation in tumor compared with free Pt--CUR.Figure 7*In vivo* anti-tumor efficiency. (A) Biodistributions in A549 xenograft tumor-bearing nude mice tissues at 1, 6, 12 and 24 h after intravenous injection of free Pt--CUR and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN. (B) Tumor growth curves during treatment. Mice were given tail vein injection of different drug formulations including free CDDP, free CUR, a combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR as well as Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN, and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN on day 9, 12, 15 and 18 after tumor inoculation. (C) Image and (D) weight of excised tumors at the end of the experiment (day 28 after tumor inoculation). Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 5). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 7

3.9. *In vivo* antitumor activity and toxicity {#sec3.9}
----------------------------------------------

Antitumor activity and toxicity *in vivo* were investigated in A549 xenograft tumor-bearing nude mice. Mice were given tail vein injection of different drug formulations including free CDDP, free CUR, a combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR as well as Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN every 3 days on day 9, 12, 15 and 18 after tumor inoculation. Tumor volume was recorded to evaluate anti-tumor efficiency. As shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B, tumors treated with PBS or free CUR proliferate faster than in other groups. Free CDDP, combo free, and free Pt--CUR were all effective, with the final mean tumor volumes of 651.79, 545.14 and 501.89 mm^3^, respectively. Notably, a better inhibition against the tumor growth was observed with the consecutive treatment of nanoparticles and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN exhibited optimal therapeutic effect *in vivo*, which was consistent with our expectations. At the end of the experiment, tumors were collected, photographed and weighed ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C and D). These results were in accordance with the conclusion of the growth curve as described above.

Body weight change was considered an important indicator of general systemic toxicity. As shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A, almost all drug formulations are well tolerated while free CDDP induced a significant weight loss, indicating the toxicity of CDDP. Serum was isolated for the measurement of biochemical indexes of the kidney including BUN and CRE. The values obtained in combo free, free Pt--CUR and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN treated groups stayed at a normal level, which was distinctly lower than that in CDDP treated group ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B and C). One of the main factors of cisplatin toxicity was the induction of a high level of ROS in the kidney. Thus, we further detected and stained for biomarkers of ROS using red fluorescence. [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}D shows that CDDP significantly increased the ROS level while the presence of CUR would reduce this phenomenon, demonstrating the importance of the combination of these two drugs.Figure 8Results of systematic toxicity after treatment. (A) Relative body weight changes. The A549 xenograft tumor-bearing nude mice were injected four times with free CDDP, free CUR, combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR, as well as Pt--CUR\@PPPN, Pt--CUR\@PSPN, and Pt--CUR\@PSPPN. Values of biochemical indexes of kidney containing BUN (B) and CRE (C). (D) ROS levels in kidney. ROS was colored by red fluorescence and cell nucleus was counterstained by DAPI (blue fluorescence). Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 5). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 8

3.10. *In vivo* anti-metastasis effect {#sec3.10}
--------------------------------------

To determine the mechanism of the observed anti-tumor and anti-metastasis effects, A549 xenograft tumor sections mentioned above were stained with H&E and immunofluorescence after sacrifice for pathological evaluation ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). For H&E staining, the nuclei of tumors in mice treated with either PBS or free CUR showed active proliferation, displaying no significant apoptosis. In contrast, other groups exhibited varying degrees of necrosis and the most pyknosis and karyorrhexis were observed in nanoparticles treated mice. Immunofluorescence staining with CD31, VEGF, and MMP2 antibody was used to visualize the anti-metastasis effect of Pt--CUR *in vivo*. Cell nucleus was stained by DAPI with blue fluorescence and antibody signals were counterstained with red or green fluorescence, respectively. Significant reduction in metastasis markers was detected in the order of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN \> combo free \> free Pt--CUR \> free CUR \> free CDDP, which was consistent with the results *in vitro*.Figure 9*In vivo* anti-metastasis effect. (A) H&E staining and immunohistochemical analysis including CD31, VEGF and MMP2 of A549 xenograft tumors. Cell nucleus was colored by DAPI with blue fluorescence and antibody signals were counterstained with red or green fluorescence. (B) Image of excised lungs in metastasis model at the end of the experiment. Mice were given tail vein injection of A549 cells and treated with PBS, free CDDP, free CUR, combo of free drugs, free Pt--CUR as well as Pt--CUR\@PSPPN on day 2, 4, 6 and 8. (C) Quantitative analysis of the metastatic lung nodules. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (*n* = 5). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01.Figure 9

In order to further determine the *in vivo* anti-metastasis effect of Pt--CUR\@PSPPN, bloodstream metastasis model was established. All drug formulations showed metastasis inhibition, which was observed from the image of excised lungs ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}B) and the count of metastatic lung nodules ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}C) at the end of the experiment. Although combination chemotherapy resulted in a greater inhibitory effect than single drug treatment, Pt--CUR\@PSPPN presented much stronger metastasis inhibition than other drugs. The least metastatic nodules were found in the nanoparticle group.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

NSCLC is one of the most common malignancies and the leading cause of cancer death worldwide[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], most of which are associated with uncontrolled invasiveness and metastasis[@bib41]. Chemotherapy, especially platinum-based chemotherapy plays an important role in the treatment of NSCLC[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]. CDDP, an effective agent, given alone or in combination with other chemotherapeutics drugs, has been widely used in the therapy of patients with NSCLC[@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]. CDDP exerts anti-tumor effect mainly by forming cisplatin--DNA adduct, as well as by enhancing the ROS level[@bib44]. However, these cytotoxic properties also result in the death of normal cells, causing serious side effects[@bib12]^,^[@bib44]. Moreover, CDDP shows a litter inhibitory effect in lung cancer metastasis[@bib45]. CUR is an acidic polyphenolic substance extracted from the rhizome of gingeraceae such as turmeric and has a remarkable antioxidant effect comparable to that of the potent antioxidant vitamin E[@bib46]. In addition, markers of cancer metastasis including VEGF and MMP2 can be significantly down-regulated by the treatment of CUR[@bib21]^,^[@bib22]. Thus, combined chemotherapy of CDDP and CUR may reduce the side effects caused by enhanced ROS level, and show an increased anti-metastasis efficiency.

The problem of poor solubility severely limits the delivery of cisplatin[@bib26]. In an early investigation, Wilson et al.[@bib27] prepared a series of platinum complexes by activating CDDP and then reacting with different *β*-diketonate ligands. Their results indicated that CDDP modified by *β*-diketonate ligands predictably affected both the lipophilicity and reactivity of the resulting platinum complexes. Interestingly, CUR also contains a structure of *β*-diketonate. Therefore, we synthesized the platinum complexes of curcumin, Pt--CUR, which was a prodrug formulation for co-delivery CDDP and CUR.

To prove that the platinum compound could efficaciously dissociate from complexes to play its anti-tumor role, platinum--DNA adducts were examined by the usage of CP9/19 antibody[@bib47]. Our study confirmed that Pt--CUR had a similar ability to bind to DNA as CDDP, which indicated the dissociable property. In the cytotoxicity and apoptosis studies including MTT assay, Hoechst 33258 staining, and Annexin V-APC/PI double staining study, both combination of free drugs and Pt--CUR showed an increased anti-cancer effect in A549 cells. In addition, combined therapy significantly suppressed migration and invasion of tumor cells. Compared with monotherapy, combination chemotherapy showed a better therapeutic effect both *in vitro* and *in vivo*. It has been reported that CUR can decrease the nephrotoxicity caused by CDDP, by reducing the level of ROS[@bib48]. So the intracellular ROS level of HEK-293 cells was examined and CUR exhibited the potential to protect kidney cell treated with CDDP *in vitro. In vivo*, the related-biochemical indexes of the kidney (BUN and CRE) and ROS level were measured and showed negative results in Pt--CUR treated group. All these data collectively indicated that the combined formulation, Pt--CUR not only could reduce toxicity but also exert enhanced anti-cancer and anti-metastatic effects.

In this study, the significance of a drug carrier for delivery was also highlighted. Thus, we prepared pH and redox dual-responsive polymeric nanoparticles loaded with Pt--CUR (Pt--CUR\@PSPPN). The nanoparticles were biocompatible and characterized with high drug loading capacity. The nanoparticles were able to release anti-tumor drugs in response to multiple stimulations, with the accelerated release of encapsulated drugs at the tumor microenvironment. Pt--CUR\@PSPPN showed many advantages to deliver drugs, including enhanced cellular uptake and increased anti-cancer efficacy. In addition, Pt--CUR\@PSPPN blocked PI3K/AKT signal transduction pathways and inhibited MMP2 and VEGFR2, resulting in enhanced anti-metastasis activity. The results of transwell and wound healing assays also illustrated this point. The particle size was about 100 nm, which had been reported to have excellent EPR effect, which should facilitate nanoparticle accumulation in tumor tissues. Biodistribution study in A549 xenograft tumor-bearing nude mice revealed that Pt--CUR\@PSPPN increased the accumulation of drugs at the tumor site. Furthermore, nanoparticles significantly improved the anti-cancer effectiveness based on the synergistic effects and enhanced anti-metastasis activity, and reduced toxicity *in vivo*.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In summary, pH and redox dual-responsive nanoparticles loaded with Pt--CUR were developed. Several mechanisms might have contributed to reduced nephrotoxicity, synergistic anti-cancer effects, and enhanced anti-metastasis activity, as is summarized in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, Pt--CUR\@PSPPN represents a promising approach to NSCLC.Figure 10The overall mechanism of nanoparticles. Several mechanisms were believed to be responsible for reduced nephrotoxicity, synergistic anti-cancer effects, and enhanced anti-metastasis activity.Figure 10
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